AbstractÐSoftware size is a fundamental product measure that can be used for assessment, prediction, and improvement purposes. However, existing software size measures, such as Function Points, do not address the underlying problem complexity of software systems adequately. This can result in disproportional measures of software size for different types of systems. We propose a Vector Size Measure (VSM) that incorporates both functionality and problem complexity in a balanced and orthogonal manner. VSM is used as the input to a Vector Prediction Model (VPM) which can be used to estimate development effort early in the software life cycle. We theoretically validate the approach against a formal framework. We also empirically validate the approach with a pilot study. The results indicate that the approach provides a mechanism to measure the size of software systems, classify software systems, and estimate development effort early in the software life cycle to within +/-20 percent across a range of application types.
INTRODUCTION
T HERE are increasingly strong business imperatives for software development organizations to build quality software for competitive global markets. In order to meet these high demands, organizations need to manage the software process [16] . To manage the software process, we need to qualify and quantify software products, processes, and resources [8] .
Software size is a fundamental product measure that can be used for assessment, prediction, and improvement purposes [8] , [9] , [16] , [17] . Unfortunately, software size has proved difficult to define and measureÐparticularly early in the Software Life Cycle (SLC). Traditional software size measures, such as Source Lines of Code, have been the subject of much criticism [1] , [6] , [7] , [8] . As an alternative, Function Points [1] are gaining wide popularity for assessing application size [24] . Albrecht's approach [1] has matured to the point of (defacto) standardization [19] .
The advantage of Function Point Analysis (FPA) is that it can be applied early in the SLC. However, one of the major criticisms of FPA is its inability to address complexity adequately [8] , [9] , [14] , [21] , [22] , [26] , [28] , [29] , [31] . This can result in a disproportional measurement of size. Therefore, it is difficult to assess the size of different types of systems and to estimate development effort in an objective and comparable manner.
There have been several Function Point extensions proposed to overcome complexity and other issues [14] , [22] , [29] , [31] . Of these, MKII Function Points [29] and Feature Points [22] are the most tested and accepted alternatives. The MKII approach [29] requires calibration that may prove difficult for specific application types when there is little or no history. The Feature Point technique [22] was popular but has lost favor within the Function Point community. 3D Function Points [31] and Full Function Points [26] have potential but have not been extensively tested.
This paper defines and validates a Vector Size Measure (VSM) and Vector Prediction Model (VPM). The purpose of VSM is to measure the size of software systems and to classify software systems. The purpose of VPM is to estimate development effort early in the SLC.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we examine software size measurement. In Section 3, we describe how syntactic and semantic properties of software requirements can be specified using algebraic specification. In Sections 4 and 5, we derive VSM and VPM using an algebraic specification language we call ASL. In Section 6, VSM is validated against the theoretical validation framework of Kitchenham et al. [23] . In Section 7, we empirically validate VSM and VPM against eight industrial projects varying from control systems to management information systems (MIS). We also compare our approach to Function Points [19] and MKII Function Points size measures; and to linear regression and COCOMO 2.0 [4] effort prediction models. Finally, we analyze and discuss the results.
SOFTWARE SIZE MEASUREMENT
Before we can measure the size of software, we must first understand what we are measuring. Fenton [8] describes three classifications of software measurement: 1) Processes which are software related activities, such as development and support, 2) Products which are deliverables, such as requirements, designs and code, and 3) Resources which are assets, such as people, equipment, and tools. According to Fenton [8] , all software measures and predictive models fall within these categories.
Measurement is obtained by measuring the attributes of entities within these categories. Fenton [8] distinguishes between internal attributes and external attributes. Internal attributes are measured purely in terms of process, product, or resource. External attributes can only be measured in respect to their environment. From a software size measurement perspective, we are concerned with identifying, specifying, and measuring internal product attributes.
Fenton [8] suggests that software size, S, is a function, f S , of length, functionality, and problem complexity, such that:
where l represents the total number of entities in a system, f represents the number of functions a system provides, and c represents the underlying problem complexity.
There are many types of complexity, such as problem complexity, solution complexity, algorithmic complexity, structural complexity, and cognitive complexity [9] . In this paper, when we refer to complexity, we mean problem complexity. Fenton and Pfleeger [9] informally define problem complexity as the amount of resources required for an optimal solution to a problem. It is difficult to measure a solution early in the SLC. However, we are able to measure software size from software specifications.
SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION
An important aspect of software engineering is to have a clear and concise specification of ªwhatº a system provides [18] . A software specification is an abstraction of an implemented (or to be implemented) software system [5] , [17] . A software requirements specification is an early SLC product from which the size of the system may be measured [8] , [9] , [24] . For example, the functional size of a software system is commonly measured from software requirements specifications using Function Points [19] , [24] , [29] . The ability to measure the size of a system from software specifications early in the SLC provides project managers and developers the ability to assess, predict, and improve products, processes, and resources throughout the remainder of the SLC.
To accurately measure the size of a system from software specifications, we must first specify software in a concise, consistent, and complete manner. Software systems are specified using abstract concepts and notations, i.e., the unnecessary detail is omitted at the appropriate point in the SLC [5] . There are many forms of abstraction, such as data modeling [6] , algebraic specification [12] , object modeling [5] , [30] , use cases [20] , [30] , formal specification [27] , and a host of other techniques including natural language. We must ensure that the fundamental entities, their attributes, and relationships are captured in a software specification. The challenge is to have an adequate level of abstraction to enable accurate software size measurement at the appropriate point in the SLC.
Algebraic Specification
We will now describe an algebraic specification approach which will form the basis of the vector size model presented in the next section. A combined or unified approach is required to take the data and the functional aspects of software systems into account. Ideally, we would like these basic elements to be defined in terms of themselves. This would provide a consistent and orthogonal mechanism. One such mechanism is algebraic specification [12] .
Algebraic specification is based on Abstract Data Types (ADT) and provides a formal mathematical description of software without ªover specificationº [25] . It is important, particularly for software size measurement, that software is not over specified nor under specifiedÐwe require a concise, consistent, and complete representation at the right level of abstraction.
Meyer [25] describes ADT specification as ª... a class of data structures not by an implementation, but by the list of services [functions] available on the data structures, and the formal [semantic] properties of these services.º Meyer [25] describes the advantage of this approach as: ª...it reintroduces the functions of software systems in a balanced way.... Thus, the loop is closed: we have all the elements for a harmonious decomposition technique, guided by the data, but assigning functions their proper place.º An ADT is composed of a set of functions, F, and a set of rules, R, such that:
eh XX p X P An ADT has two major parts: 1) FunctionsÐa set of function signatures that define the syntactic properties (interface) of an ADT and 2) RulesÐa set of assertions and axioms that specify the semantic properties (meaning) of an ADT. Assertions may be specified as preconditions or postconditions. Preconditions ensure that partial functions are not invoked under conditions that fall outside the domain of a function. Post conditions specify the results (range) of a function. Axioms specify the semantic properties of an ADT in terms of functions and free-variables formed into predicates that must hold.
The specification of a system (subsystem or component), System, is the set of all ADTs, feh I Y XXXY eh n g, that are required to define that system (subsystem or component), such that:
ystem XX feh I Y XXXY eh n gX Q
ASL
We will now briefly describe an Algebraic Specification Language called ASL [15] . ASL is a simple specification language that is based on ADTs. ASL does not have any reserved words and has few symbols. This makes ASL easy to measure; yet, ASL is a richly featured specification language. To illustrate the basic concepts of ASL, we will use a simple example of a bank account. Listing 1 begins with the name of the ADT, Account. Comments are enclosed in braces. The syntactic section specifies the functions of an ADT. All functions are public by default. ASL provides the ability to declare private functions similar to UML [30] . Each function is specified by its signature. A signature consists of the function's identifier (name), domain (input parameters), and range (return parameters).
The semantic section specifies the semantic properties of an ADT in a declarative manner [12] , [27] . In the Account example, we have specified the semantics as assertions. In many cases this is sufficient. However, axioms are sometimes required to fully define the meaning of an ADT. An assertion is specified by a declaration and a list of predicates. An axiom is specified as a list of predicates. Arguments ªtake-onº the types specified by the relative function signature. The scope of an argument is contained within a specific rule. Note that range parameters are also declared as actual argumentsÐa concept that is a little different to most programming languages. A function declaration is followed by the ªsuch thatº symbol, ª|,º as commonly used in predicate calculus, which connects a declaration with predicates.
ASL adopts a functional approach to maintain a mathematical underpinning [11] , [27] . We read the deposit assertion as: deposit an amount of money into an account and return the updated account'. The account before invocation is not the same as the account' after the deposit function has been invoked. The resultant account' has a new balance. By convention, we use a prime to differentiate between domain and range parameters. However, not all functions are transformers, e.g., the balance function is a simple inquiry that does not affect the account value.
In the above specification, a number of ADTs are referenced, such as Boolean, Money, and Account. Each of these types is specified by an ADT. There are two distinct categories: 1) BaseTypes, such as Boolean, Integer, and Set, which are defined as part of an ASL Library, 2) Application Types, such as Account, which are specific to the application domain. From an application measurement perspective, we are interested in identifying, specifying, and measuring the attributes of the application types.
VECTOR SIZE MEASURE
We will now use ASL as a mechanism to derive a Vector Size Measure (VSM). We will first look at the software size attributes and the relationships between attributes. We will then look at a vector representation, scale types, and units of measure. Finally, a simple example is presented.
Attributes
Measurement captures information about attributes of entities and the relationships between attributes and entities [8] , [9] . The software size measure we propose has two principle attributes: functionality and problem complexity. Functionality represents the services provided by a software system to its clients. Problem complexity represents the underlying semantics (meaning) of a software system. Intuitively, both users and developers of software systems refer to the functionality a system provides and the underlying complexity of the problems a system solves. Shortly, we will see how these intuitive attributes are represented with numbers.
With respect to (1), Fenton [8] stated: ªthere appear to be three such [orthogonal and fundamental] attributes of software: length, functionality, and complexity of the underlying problem which the software is solving.º In our measure, length is a derived attribute. We show this formally below.
Representation
From (3), a software system is specified by a set of ADTs. An ADT is composed of its properties. Properties are composed of operators and operands, i.e., the atomic units. We have adapted Halstead's [13] concept of operators and operands as OPs, where: 1) Operators map to function references and rule connectors (ª|º and ª=º) and 2) Operands map to generic parameters, parameters, and free variables. Halstead [13] used his approach to measure code in the solution domain. We have mapped his principle to a higher level abstraction of software specification in the problem domain. Refer to Appendix 1.3 for a formal definition of OP.
Functionality
The functionality of an ADT is defined as the distinct number of syntactic properties measured by the sum of OPs in the syntactic section of an ADT. The following rules apply:
1. A syntactic property is composed of one or more operators (the function identifier plus parameters that are functions) and zero or more operands (parameters). 2. The addition of one atomic unit, that defines a syntactic property, increases the functionality of an ADT by exactly one OP.
3. The removal of one atomic unit, that defines a syntactic property, reduces the functionality of an ADT by exactly one OP. 4. An ADT with no syntactic properties has zero functionality. 5. An ADT with exactly one void function (that does not take any parameter nor return any value) has unit functionality. Thus, the functionality of an abstract data type, A, measured in OPs is:
For example, the Account ADT in Listing 1 has four function signatures where open and balance have three OPs each and deposit and withdraw have four OPs each. Therefore, the functionality of the Account ADT is:
Problem Complexity
The problem complexity of an ADT is defined as the distinct number of nonredundant semantic properties measured as the sum of OPs in the semantic section of the ADT. Semantic properties are specified by rules, i.e., assertions and axioms. The following rules apply:
1. An assertion is expressed in terms of a declaration, a connector, and a predicate list. An axiom is specified as a predicate list. A predicate may be a simple expression or a compound expression. Expressions are recursively defined in terms of operators and operands. 2. The addition of one atomic unit that defines a semantic property increases the problem complexity of an ADT by exactly one OP. 3. The removal of one atomic unit that defines a semantic property reduces the problem complexity of an ADT by exactly one OP. 4. An ADT with no semantic properties has zero problem complexity. 5. An ADT with exactly one atom, e.g., true (), has unit problem complexity. Thus, the problem complexity of an abstract data type, A, measured in OPs is:
For example, the Account ADT in Listing 1 has three assertions where open has eight OPs, deposit has 12 OPs, and withdraw has 21 OPs. The problem complexity of the Account ADT is:
Length
The length of an ADT is defined as the sum of atomic units specified in the syntactic and semantic sections of an ADT.
The following rules apply:
1. The addition of one atomic unit increases the length of an ADT by exactly one OP.
2.
The removal of an atomic unit reduces the length of an ADT by exactly one OP. 3. An ADT with no properties, hence no atoms (OP), has a length of zero. 4. An ADT with exactly one atom has unit length. Thus, the length of an abstract data type, A, measured in OPs is: l e AEy e AEy p AEy g f e e ys T Therefore, length can be derived from functionality and problem complexity. For example, the length of the Account ADT is:
Size Formulae
The size of an abstract data type, e , is defined by the tuple, (f e Y e ), such that:
The size of a software system (subsystem or component), s , is defined as the sum of the size of all ADTs, x , that specify the system (subsystem or component), such that:
An example of system size is provided in Section 4.7.
Vector Representation
Given that we have two fundamental software size attributes, i.e., functionality and problem complexity, we can represent software size as a two-dimensional vector which has both magnitude and direction. This representation allows us to understand and transform software size measurements using well-defined mathematical functions. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept. Using plain vector algebra [2] , magnitude, m, is defined as:
For example, the magnitude of the Account ADT in Listing 1 is:
Direction is defined as thet tn ÀI af. However, we are more interested in the ratio between problem complexity and functionality, i.e., the gradient, g, to indicate the relative dimensions of a software system, where: For example, the gradient of the Account ADT in Listing 1 is:
The magnitude is a measure that takes problem complexity and functionality into account in a balanced and orthogonal manner. The gradient is a ratio of problem complexity and functionality which tells us about the relative dimensions of systems, i.e., the characteristics of software systems. The condition f b H is implicit because problem complexity implies that functionality must exist, i.e., intuitively, a software system must provide some service (internal or external) otherwise, it is a meaningless system and, therefore, its gradient is undefined (0/0).
Scale Types
Scale types determine what interpretations we can meaningfully make and the kind of transformations we can perform [8] , [9] , [32] . Table 1 defines well-known scale types [9] .
The nominal scale is the lowest order scale and the absolute scale is the highest order scale. To allow flexibility, software measures should aim for a high order scale such as ratio. This will enable us to perform more meaningful transformations. Even simple transformations, such as percentage, require a ratio scale [8] , [32] . This will be of particular benefit when deriving higher order measures and prediction models.
The first impression is that our software size measure is based on counting and, therefore, is an absolute scale measure. However, we can represent software size as a pair of scalar attributes and as a vector. This involves transformations between scalar and vector representations. Vector and scalar representations have a range of permissible transformations that may prove to be useful. Functionality and problem complexity are discrete ratio scale measures as they increase or decrease by exactly one. Magnitude is calculated using a vector transformation from functionality and problem complexity and is, therefore, a discrete ratio scale measure that is mapped to real numbers. Gradient is an absolute scale measure as it is in the form gx x with no units, i.e., it cannot be logically transformed into another form.
Units of Measure
A fundamental part of the measurement theory is to define the units of measurement (scales) for ratio scale measures [8] . OPs are a fine grain measure. Properties are a potential coarse grain measure. Our initial experiments [15] clearly showed that the number of semantic properties is not an accurate reflection of problem complexity. For example, a simple rule, such as the Account open function, may have one predicate composed of a few operators and operands. However, a more complex rule, such as the Account withdraw function, may have two or more predicates composed of many operators and operands. This is a similar problem to what constitutes a line of code [7] , [13] , [17] . Using atomic building blocks, of operators and operands (OPs), we resolve this problem. Table 2 illustrates the results of measuring an embedded operating system; this is one of the projects we have included in our pilot study in Section 7. The system was specified by converting the original requirements specification to ASL. Note that the total magnitude and the total gradient must be calculated as a vector.
A Simple Example

VECTOR PREDICTION MODEL
Prediction is a form of calculation [8] , [9] . Direct or indirect measures are used as input to a prediction model that is used to estimate the future value of an entity's attribute [8] , [9] . The purpose of VPM is to predict the effort required to produce a solution. VPM may be applied early in the SLC by measuring software specifications written in ASL.
There are many effort prediction techniques that could be adopted, including expert opinion, analogy, decomposition, and models [9] . VPM is based on a model. We will now discuss some common effort prediction models, including: productivity, linear regression, and cost models. We will then present the Vector Prediction Model. 
Productivity-Based Prediction Models
Simple effort prediction models are based on productivity assessment of past projects [9] , [24] , [29] . Productivity, P, can be calculated as:
where S is the measured size of the software system and E is the measured total actual effort used to produce a solution. Equation (11) can be rearranged to predict development effort, such that:
where i H is the estimated effort required to produce a solution and P is an assessment of productivity that is based on similar past projects.
The MKII Function Point estimation process is based on (12) , where Software Size is measured in MKII Function Points and Productivity is measured as MKII Function Points/Hour [29] . Typical productivity figures for MIS projects are quoted as 0.06 MKII Function Points/ Hour [29] . Effort estimation techniques using Albrecht's approach [1] , [19] are also based on productivity assessment [24] . This approach assumes a stable and predictable environment [29] , i.e., the products, process, and resources are similar. Difficulty arises when we wish to estimate the effort required to produce different products with different processes and resources. For example, if we used the productivity figures from past MIS projects to estimate the effort to produce an embedded real-time system, then we may be grossly underestimating the development effort.
Linear Regression
Linear regression models are commonly used to determine the correlation between Effort and Size for a range of projects [9] , [17] . Linear regression is a ªbest fitº algorithm based on least squares [9] , [17] . If a significant strong correlation is determined, then a linear regression model may be used for prediction purposes [17] , such that:
where i H is the estimated effort, is the measured software size, and H and I are linear regression coefficients which are determined empirically from past projects. Test criteria for correlation, significance, and error are discussed in the Empirical Validation section of this paper.
Cost Models
Cost models, such as COCOMO [3] , [4] , are based on empirical data that reflect the contributing factors [9] . Many models are based on one primary factor and a number of secondary factors called cost drivers. For example, the primary factor may be the size of the system measured in Function Points. The primary factor may not correlate strongly to development effort. Cost models attempt to overcome this by identifying secondary factors (cost drivers) that cause the variations between predicted effort and actual effort [9] . For example, application type, team size, team experience, and project duration may be considered secondary factors that influence actual effort. These factors are assigned weights and applied to the effort equation, such that:
where i H is the estimated effort, is the size of the software, and (p ) is the effort adjustment factor which is calculated as the product of all cost drivers identified for a specific model. The a and b coefficients are determined empirically. COCOMO 2.0 is based on software size and up to 17 cost drivers with associated weights [4] . Factor analysis of many cost drivers becomes very difficult [9] . Fenton and Pfleeger [9] assert that cost drivers should be based on empirical data and not just expert opinion, i.e., subjectivity should be replaced by objective measurement. Furthermore, cost drivers should be independent of each other [9] .
The Vector Approach
VPM is based on a cost model. The primary and secondary inputs to VPM are the VSM magnitude and gradient measures, respectively. There is no guess work to VPM, such as rating application characteristics. VPM uses a multivariate regression model to determine the relationships between effort, magnitude, and gradient.
Contributing Factors
VPM is based on the premise that a defined and predictable software development process is in place [16] . A defined and predictable development process implies that appropriate resources are defined and deployed. Given that a defined and predictable development process is in place, we propose that the most influential factors in predicting development effort are software size and the type of application. VSM provides us these basic inputs in the form of:
1. MagnitudeÐwhich is the primary input. The magnitude is a measure of software size that takes functionality and problem complexity into account. 2. GradientÐwhich is a cost driver. The gradient is a measure of the relative dimensions of a system that may be used to classify systems. For example, realtime systems are considered computationally complex, whereas MIS systems are considered not as complex [22] , [26] , [28] , [29] , [31] . In Section 8.1, we show that the gradient differentiated between these types of systems.
Formulae
From (14) and our previous discussion on the contributing factors, the estimated effort, E, is calculated as:
where m is the measured magnitude of a software specification and g is its measured gradient; a, b, and z are coefficients. In order to determine the relationship between the estimated effort, magnitude, and gradient, we transform (15) into a multivariate regression equation as follows:
By taking logs on both sides of (15), we get:
From this, we can get the multivariate regression formula:
where i HH is ln i H , M is ln m and G is ln g. The coefficients H , I , and P are determined empirically. The results of regression analysis are given in Section 7.
FORMAL VALIDATION
The purpose of theoretical validation is to confirm that proposed measures do not violate any necessary properties of measurement theory and defining models. The Kitchenham et al. [23] framework is used to theoretically validate VSM. They propose four theoretical criteria that must be satisfied for direct measures (in this case software size):
1. For an attribute to be measurable, it must allow different entities to be distinguished from one anotherÐAn ASL specification is composed of a set of abstract data type (ADT) entities. An ADT is defined by syntactic (functions) and semantic (rules) properties. ADTs are distinguishable by definition, i.e., by identification and their properties.
A valid measure must obey the Representation
ConditionÐFenton [8] summarizes the representation condition as: ªTo measure the attribute we need to have corresponding relations in some number system; then measurement is the assignment of numbers to the entities in such a way that these relations are preserved.º VSM has two principle attributes: functionality and problem complexity. Functionality and problem complexity are intuitive to the users and developers of software systems. We have defined functionality as the count of the number of OPs in the syntactic section of an ADT. The syntactic section specifies each function of an ADT in terms of a function's identifier, domain, and range. Intuitively, as the number of functions increase, the functionality increases. Similarly, if a function has more parameters, it can be considered as providing more functionality than one with less parameters since the former is dealing with more values. As an example, a graphic function drawLine (endX, endY, lineType) is providing more functionality than a function drawLine (endX, endY) since the former provides the functionality of setting the line type as well. This relation holds in the corresponding number system where we count the number of OPs. Similarly, as the number of entities in the rules specified in the semantic section of an ADT increase, intuitively, the more complex the rule becomes. By counting the OPs in the semantic section as a measure of the underlying problem complexity, we again retain the relation. 3. Each unit of an attribute contributing to a valid measure is equivalentÐThe atomic unit of our measurement is an OP. An OP could be an operator or an operand, i.e., a function identifier or a data element. There are two issues to be considered here: 1) Is one operator equivalent to another operator (similarly, is one operand equivalent to another operand) and 2) is one operator equivalent to one operand? We do not need to make a distinction between one operator and another. If an operator is more complicated to implement, then it will be reflected in the specification of that operator (in an ADT) with a corresponding size measure for the operator. Since the size of the software is the sum of the size measures of all ADTs, operator size will be reflected in the size measure without considering one operator as different from another. Regarding question 2, we have argued in Section 3, the relation between function and data. An attribute can be represented either as a function or as a data item and we take the view of authors like Meyer [25] that which representation it takes should not matter for the users of the system, i.e., they are interchangeable. For example, from a declarative perspective, a:X is equivalent to a():X. 4. Different entities can have the same attribute value (within limits of measurement error)ÐThere is no restriction. Different ADTs can have the same size and different properties can have the same size.
EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
Empirical validation confirms measures are useful and collaborates that measured values are consistent with predicted values [9] , [23] . Therefore, actual data is required which can then be compared to estimates.
Scope
The vector approach is empirically validated using a pilot study consisting of eight industry projects and resulting products from different organizations, application domains, and application types. Each project was chosen for the pilot study on the following basis:
1. The project was successful, i.e., the resulting software product met defined requirements, was delivered on time and was within budget. 2. The project employed a defined software development process. 3. Software requirements were documented. 4. Actual development effort was recorded. All projects available to the authors at the time of the pilot study that met the above criteria were included in the pilot study.
Objectives
The objectives of the empirical validation are to show that:
1. VSM is a reliable measure of software size and can be used to classify software applications. 2. VPM is a reliable predictor of development effort across a range of application types.
Method
The following empirical validation method was used:
1. Software Requirements formed the baseline for the validation. For each product, the requirements were reengineered into a ªcommon form requirements modelº that is based on the Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) process [20] using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [30] . A requirements model consists of a) Use Case ModelÐwhich defines functionality in terms of the interactions between Actors and External Systems with a system, b) Domain ModelÐwhich defines the structure of a system in terms of key entities and their relationships, and optionally c) State Transition Diagram (STD)Ðwhich defines dynamic behavior. 2. Product attributes, including application domain, application type, and delivery platform, were gathered from product documentation. 3. Process and resource attributes, including effort, duration, team size, and implementation languages, were gathered from project documentation. Effort was normalized into a common project life cycle to ensure consistency across projects. The normalized project life cycle includes all activities performed in: Analysis, Design, Construction, and Test. That is, all effort that was ªbilledº to a project was counted. 4. Algebraic specifications using ASL were developed from the ªcommon form requirements model.º Each Use Case model was mapped to a high-level ADT that specifies the functions provided by a system. Each entity class in the Domain Model was mapped to an ADT. The events, guards, and actions of the STD were mapped to the high-level ADT. 5. A measurement tool was developed and used to automatically measure the VSM attributes from ASL specifications. The tool provides measurements in units of Properties and OPs. 6. A Function Point Count of the ªcommon form requirements modelº was performed for each product. The counting technique was based on the mapping from the OOSE requirements model to the Function Point model defined by Fetcke et al. [10] . International Function Point User Group counting practices were observed [19] . 7. A MKII Function Point Count [29] of the ªcommon form requirements modelº was performed for each product. 8. Linear regression models were used to analyze the correlation, significance, and error of a) Function Points vs. Effort, b) MKII Function Points vs. Effort, and c) magnitude vs. Effort. 9. VPM constants were calculated using multivariate regression. 10. COCOMO 2.0 cost drivers [4] were rated using product and project documentation and confirmed with project team members. [4] with Function Points [19] as the primary input, and d) VPM as defined in (15). 12. The results were tested against defined test criteria.
Test Criteria
To test if an objective has been met, we need to define test criteria. Humphrey [17] asserts that when using a relationship for planning purposes, we require high correlation, high significance, and a low error.
Correlation
Statistical correlation determines the degree to which two variables are related. If two variables are highly correlated and have a cause-effect relationship, then one variable's value may be used to predict the other. Humphrey [17] asserts the following correlation relationships for planning purposes (where R is the correlation coefficient):
P is considered a predictive relationship and can be used with high confidence. 2. 0.7 P < 0.9 is considered a strong relationship and can be used with confidence. 3. 0.5 P < 0.7 is considered an adequate relationship and should be used with caution.
4.
P < 0.5 is not reliable for planning purposes.
Our study is based on a post-hoc statistical analysis which can not confirm a causal relationship between variables. However, it is an appropriate method for a preliminary study, particularly, since we are comparing our approach with other standard prediction methods not simply looking for a significant regression line.
Significance
If we determine a strong correlation, we must determine if it is of practical significance [17] . It is possible to have a high correlation that is not significant. Significance is determined by the probability of finding a correlation by chance. The significance level for the pilot study was set at p < 0.05, i.e., a probability of less than 5 percent of finding a correlation by chance.
Error Margins
It is important to understand the error margins that are acceptable and not acceptable. Given that the context is to predict development effort early in the SLC, the following error margin, e, may be used for planning purposes:
1. e AE 20 percent is considered predictive and can be used with confidence early in the life cycle. 2. AE 20 percent`e AE50 percent is deemed acceptable but should be used with caution. 3. e b AE50 percent is not reliable for planning purposes. The error margin is calculated as: e estimted À tulatulX
Constraints
The pilot study was constrained to include projects that met defined criteria. Ideally, processes and resources would be standardized across all projects. That is, the way software engineering is performed and the people doing the work would be uniform. Clearly, this is unrealistic if not impossible and probably not useful for a practical measure. Tables 3 and 4 show the product, process, and resource details. The Function Point Count [19] , MKII Function Point Count [29] , and VSM attributes are presented in Table 5 . Table 6 defines the coefficients for each estimation model. Table 7 defines the COCOMO 2.0 effort adjustment factor (F) for each project. Figs. 2, 3 , and 4 illustrate the linear regression (best fit) for Function Points vs. Effort, MKII Function Points vs. Effort, and magnitude vs. Effort respectively. Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between Actuals vs. COCOMO 2.0 estimates. Fig. 6 illustrates the relationship between Actuals vs. VPM Estimates. Table 8 provides the results of the FP Best Fit, MKII Best Fit, COCOMO 2.0, and VPM estimates. Table 9 compares the results with the test criteria.
Results
All prediction models exhibited correlations between actuals and estimates that are statistically significant (p`HXHS). The quoted R-squared values are the square of the correlation between actuals and estimates.
Observations
The results of the empirical validation indicate:
1. The correlation of Function Points to Effort is not reliable ( P HXRQWP, see Fig. 2 ).
The correlation of MKII Function Points to Effort is
adequate and should be used with caution ( P HXSQHP, see Fig. 3 ). 3. The correlation of VSM's magnitude to Effort is strong ( P HXUPWP, see Fig. 4 ). Tables 8 and 9 ). 5. Using MKII Function Point with a linear regression model results in a high estimated error range of ÀRT percent to PHS percent (see Tables 8 and 9 ). 6. Using COCOMO 2.0 [4] with Function Points [19] results in an error range of ÀTP percent to QR percent (see Tables 8 and 9 ). 7. Using the VPM approach, we can predict development effort to within ÀIU percent to IQ percent. This represents a significant improvement for a range of projects (see Tables 8 and 9 ). A significance of 1.7E-5 indicates that results are meaningful and not produced by chance.
DISCUSSION
We now look at the benefits of the vector approach, including how VSM can be used to classify systems and its limitations.
Product Classification
We can use VSM attributes to classify software systems. For example, Project 1 produced an embedded control system and Project 8 produced an accounting system. These systems are at opposite ends of the spectrum where the gradient ranges from 6.25 to 2.29. Fig. 7 illustrates how we can compare these systems. The vector representation gives us visual and mathematical clues to what type of system is to be built. Understanding this early in the SLC helps us decide what processes and resources should be adopted. The ability to classify software systems forms an important part of VPM where magnitude is the primary driver and the gradient is the single cost driver. The ability to objectively classify a system removes subjectivity. It is interesting to note that the correlation between magnitude and gradient is very low ( P HXHHUQ) which means they are independentÐan important criteria for stable cost models [9] . It is also interesting to note that the relationship between functionality and problem complexity is strong ( P HXUWUW). This is expected because functionality implies problem complexity and vice versa.
VPM Approximation
Equation (15) is a general form for VPM where:
The pilot study was used to determine the , , and z coefficients. Fenton and Pfleeger [9] assert that the coefficient for cost models is typically 1. Our pilot study confirms this with IXHPR and z HXVWT. A VPM approximation can then be defined as:
Using regression analysis with a Y intercept value of 0, IXQUWQ. Table 10 compares the results of VPM and the VPM approximation. The results indicate that an approximation provides predictive results and meets the defined test criteria.
Benefits
The vector approach has a number of benefits:
1. VSM includes both functionality and problem complexity that is represented as a vector composed of magnitude and gradient. 
2.
The magnitude represents the size of a software system that incorporates functionality and problem complexity.
3. The gradient is a relative index that may be used to classify software systems.
4. VSM and VPM can be applied early in the SLC using software specifications written in ASL.
5.
The correlation of magnitude vs. Effort is strong and significantly better than Function Points vs. Effort and MKII Function Points vs. Effort.
6.
VPM is based on a cost model approach that uses magnitude as the primary input and gradient as a cost driver. Subjective assessment is removed and the number of cost drivers is reduced significantly when compared to cost models, such as COCOMO [3] , [4] .
7.
The pilot study indicates that the approach can be used to estimate development effort early in the SLC to within AEPH percent across a range of applications. This is a significant improvement over the alternative approaches presented.
Limitations
The limitations of any measurement technique or model should be understood before it is applied to ªreal lifeº situations. The vector approach has a number of limitations:
1. Formal requirements must be specified in ASL. This will require additional work and expertise. The approach taken in the pilot study was to use the OOSE approach [20] to model software requirements and then transform these requirements into ASL specifications. This was quite straight forward and did not require significant effortÐapproxi-mately three person months to cover all eight products. 2. As a project progresses, the size of the system may grow (or shrink)Ðparticularly in the early phases of the life cycle when product and project scope are not fully realized. Growth is commonly referred to as ªfunctionality creepº [16] , [24] . Functionality creep may be due to not capturing all of the requirements and/or new requirements being added. Since the vector approach take semantics into account, we could also expect ªproblem complexity creep,º e.g., the more we find out about a problem, the more (or less) elaborate its semantics specification could be. Naturally, this will depend on the nature of the problem and the rigor of the development process. However, software size, estimated effort, and actual effort can and should be tracked over the SLC. Software size stability could be used as a project maturity indicator, i.e., as software size stabilizes the more confidence we have.
3. Different people may model and specify systems differently, which may result in different measures of software size and estimated development effort. This has been a concern with other early life cycle measures such as Function Points [8] , [9] . The International Function Point Users Group (IFPUG) address counting consistency by publishing a comprehensive counting practices manual [19] . The MKII approach also has well-defined rules [29] . By using a defined process, including review mechanisms, specification, and measurement, inconsistency can be minimized. However, in any measurement, one must acknowledge a level of measurement error.
4. Naturally, there are projects and products that do not fit within the method and constraints specified for the empirical validation of this paper. Software measurement and prediction of development effort must be underpinned by predictable and stable software processes. The assumption is that a well-defined software development process is in place [16] , [17] . Projects and resulting products that do not fall within this constraint are probably difficult to measure and estimate regardless of the technique used.
5.
Certain classes of problems may not be specified adequately using ASL. This may result in a disproportional size measurement and an inaccurate effort prediction. ASL specifies the syntactic and semantic properties of software systems. The semantics of a problem, i.e., the meaning, is specified using assertions and axioms. While ASL does not limit the use of recursion, definition of types, and functions, there may be some complex algorithms that could be difficult to specify. As with any modeling technique, including UML [30] , there may be classes of software systems when its use is inappropriate. Our approach cannot cover all systems; however, we claim it covers a larger range of systems than other techniques and is based on a mathematical foundation. The importance of engineering principles, including specification, measurement, and validation, have played a pivotal role in developing the concepts and models presented in this paper. The proposed vector representation provides a balanced view where software size is measured in terms of magnitude and gradient. The magnitude provides a measure that takes into account functionality and problem complexity in a balanced and orthogonal manner. The gradient is a ratio of problem complexity and functionality that measures the relative dimensions of systems. This provides a more complete view of software size when compared to approaches that generally consider functionality or length in isolation. One of the distinguishing features of our approach is the ability to compare systems objectively. Theoretical validation confirms that the approach does not violate any necessary properties of measurement theory. Empirical validation confirms that the approach can be used early in the SLC for the prediction of effort required to provide solutions across a range of application types and application domains.
Future Direction
For the concepts presented in this paper to be of practical use, we need methods and techniques that are useable by practicing software engineers. With the advent and acceptance of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [30] , we can practically apply VSM and VPM principles. For example, requirements (specified in terms of a Use Case Model, Domain Model, and State Transition Model) used in the case studies were modeled using UML [30] within the Jacobson et al. process framework [20] . The main practical problem is ASL which was specifically designed for deriving VSM. A practical replacement is required. In 1997, the Object Management Group (OMG) released the UML Object Constraint Language (OCL). OCL has the potential of replacing ASL in a manner that is integrated directly with an accepted modeling language with CASE tool support. Potentially, this makes measurement and prediction fully integrated with accepted modeling methods thus providing little or no overhead to the software process. When we reach this level of measurement integration with software process, we will be in a strong position to measure software size and predict development effort effectively.
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